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To be a rabbi was my lifelong dream. 
As I have shared with many of you 
over the years, it was something I 
never imagined I would ever be able 
to do. Growing up in South Africa, 
between my grandmother’s German 
Orthodox Synagogue, Etz Chayim, 
and my dad’s Reform Congregation, 
Temple Israel, both in Hillbrow, a 
suburb of Greater Johannesburg, 
women rabbis were most certainly 
not only not present, but in the early 
1980s, never heard of! The first 
woman rabbi to be ordained in the 
modern era, Sally Priesand in 1972 
in the US, followed by Jacki Tabbick 
in 1975 in the United Kingdom, 
would have barely made the news in 
South Africa. By the time we moved to 
Perth, in 1988, I still had never heard 
of women rabbis. It wasn’t until the 
early 1990s, that someone suggested 
to me that I become a rabbi. I wanted 
to be the first. I wasn’t naive, just 
uneducated. This quickly changed. 
How impressed I was to find out that 
the first female rabbi was actually 
Rabbi Regina Jonas. Rabbi Jonas 
was ordained in 1935 in Germany. 
Tragically, she died in 1944 in 
Auschwitz. We can only imagine 
the loss of women’s scholarship and 
rabbinical leadership between Rabbi 
Jonas and Rabbi Priesand. How 
exciting that Australia has its own 
homegrown women rabbis beginning 
with Rabbi Aviva Kipen and  
Rabbi Jacqueline Ninio and now 
Rabbi Esther Jilovsky and more 
following her.

How fortunate TBI has been to have 
a long list of women rabbis adorn 
her pulpit. I am blessed to not be the 
first or the last. I have stood in the 
shoes of great rabbis here at TBI — 

both men and women  — and am 
part of a rich rabbinic heritage and 
legacy of great role models. I stand 
in awe of my teachers, my peers 
and my students. Of course, this 
last statement reminds me of Talmud 
Ta’anit 7a which quotes Rabbi 
Chanina, who declared that “I have 
learned much from my teachers, 
more from my colleagues and more 
from my students.”

So, what have I learnt from you, 
the members of Temple Beth Israel, 
my teachers, my colleagues and my 
students? My friends, my family and 
my community? You have seen my 
ups and downs; you have seen my 
hair grow grayer; you have seen 
me bring a child into this world. You 
have seen me.

From you, I have learnt to appreciate 
the importance of life. You have 
taught me to appreciate the fragility 
of life, the sensitivity with which we 
must respond to one another. We 
cannot always know what the other 
is feeling and thinking, but we must 
respond with kindness. We must 
appreciate the time we have together 
for it can be fleeting.

You have taught me the importance 
of compassion and empathy and to 
know the difference between them. I 
can’t know exactly what another has 
gone through or is going through. 
I can’t know what it means to lose 
a child, or a parent, or to suffer the 

same illness. But I can put my arm 
around you, and hold you and listen 
to your pain or your frustration when, 
after a stroke, your arm doesn’t 
work, or you can’t walk. You taught 
me this.

You taught me how to listen while 
teaching. When poring over a daf 
or page of Talmud, you would ask 
me a question that had me looking at 
you with a blank look, almost, as the 
cliche states, “a deer in headlights”. 
In that moment, I also learnt humility. 
My response would be: “I don’t 
know; that’s a great question. Let 
me get back to you next week”. We 
would learn together. We would 
figure things out together. OR you 
would tell me something I would 
never have thought of in a million 
years. You taught me; you forced 
me to extend myself. You have been 
incredible teachers to me for so 
many years. 

You taught me to listen past the static 
to the underlying issue; to seek the 
core issues that touch our hearts; 
to find the reasons why; to find the 
things that we can do to make us 
better Jews, not the things we don’t 
do that make us ‘bad Jews.’ Our 
Progressive Judaism is just that: 
Progressive and ours; and it is up to 
each one of us to look at precisely 
what we do, what we can do and 
not what we don’t do. We do go to 
shul when we can, we light Shabbat 
candles, we attend a Passover seder, 

we dress up for Purim, we listen to 
the sound of the shofar. We… This is 
the lesson I’ve learnt from you. We 
do… All we have to do is listen to 
what we do.

The congregation I was part of in 
San Francisco was my start: it helped 
me to discover the things I love about 
being a rabbi and to discover where 
my strengths lie. I think it is clear to 
so many at TBI that now my strengths 
are in relationships and community 
building. My connections with 
members are lasting and deep and 
this is what I hope to bring with me 
to Temple David in Perth, my home 
congregation. I feel so very blessed 
to have served amazing, thoughtful, 
warm and generous congregations 
at Peninsula Temple Sholom in 
Burlingame, San Francisco, and here 
at TBI — congregations who care 
deeply about Progressive Judaism 
and the future of the Jewish people.

There are so many people to whom 
I must show my appreciation — to 
all the Presidents I’ve served under 
and the Boards of Governance, 
to my colleagues and to the 
administrative staff. But my deepest 
thanks go to you, the members. 
We have cried together, we have 
learned and prayed, and we have 
laughed together. May we all go 
from strength to strength. This is not 
“goodbye”, just L’hitraot.

LESSONS I’VE LEARNT  
FROM THE MEMBERS OF TBI
Rabbi Kim Ettlinger
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My first meeting with Rabbi Kim Ettlinger happened in absentia. 

After I “retired” in 1997, Robyn and I spent two High Holy 

Days at Temple David in Perth. The congregation was “between 

rabbis” and the synagogue’s secretary was a particularly kind
 and 

knowledgeable congregant who was the mother of a (very) young 

woman who had decided to become a rabbi. Mrs Ettlinger and her 

husband could not have been nicer and helped to make our stay a 

happy and productive one. Kim set off for England and studied at 

the Leo Baeck College and then began her introductory year at the 

Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion in Jerusalem.

A word about the Jewish community in Western Australia. It 

numbers about seven thousand people. Many Jewish Perth-ites 

have families in Melbourne. Temple David was pioneered by 

the remarkable Professor Ron Taft. Members of the Progressive 

community were seen as interlopers into the original Perth Hebrew 

Congregation who promptly banned our members from the Jewish 

cemetery and our member’s children from the community’s Jewish 

Day School (a ban which has now been cancelled.) When any of 

our rabbis attended a communal function, a crisis usually ensued 

involving seating and titles. The same applied to people who decided 

to become Jewish. So, it was a tough, clannish Jewish environment 

and for any young woman whose roots were in the liberal movement 

it must have been doubly or triply challenging. Therefore, I knew, 

long before we met, that Kim Ettlinger could see through the local 

communal barriers to a wider Jewish world. 

So it has come to be. Rabbi Ettlinger helped to make Jewish 

history in our movement. She has the ability to overcome any 

obstacle thrown in her way. She has honoured us by becoming a 

role model. We know her sermons will be warm and thoughtful and 

inventive. She is a teacher for young and old. We will miss her very 

much and dare to hope that she will follow the traditional Jew
ish 

west east trajectory and return to us again.  
Rabbi John Levi AC DD PhD

It is difficult to truly capture in words the significant impact Rabbi Kim has had on 

our family over the last five years. Kim has been our mentor, guidance and role model 

through some major life events including the Melton learning curriculum, the Geirut 

program, our wedding and the upcoming birth of our first child. Just as importantly, 

Kim has provided ongoing pastoral nourishment, friendship and  

support as we both explored and deepened our relationship  

with Judaism. 

There are very few rabbis who you can debate theology  

and shoes in the same conversation! We would like  

to express our gratitude and appreciation for Kim’s 

support and wish her and beautiful Noa well in their 

 next adventure. There is no doubt she will continue  

to be a powerful role model in our community. 

Stephanie and George Koponicki

Farewell

The Davis and 
Portnoy Family

Kim has been an integral part of many of the extended Davis family simchot, including five out  of six of the b’nei mitzvah ceremonies. She only missed Joe’s bar mitzvah due to the arrival of gorgeous Noa! Kim’s love of her work and professional approach is evident in all that she does.  She has a special ability to connect with children, young adolescents and adults and puts people at ease at what could otherwise be a challenging, stressful time. Her empathy and openness enable her to bring out the best in people. Her commitment to Binah, weekly services and High Holy Days is unwavering, and there is never a task or problem that is too difficult for her to perform or solve. She has a great sense of fun that is contagious at every Simchat Torah, Shavuot, Purim and family celebration. Her enthusiasm is infectious and her kindness unwavering. We will miss her greatly  and wish her all the best for life in Perth.

PHOTOGRAPHY:  
Joe Lewitt
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As a fairly disengaged TBI member who only attended services on yahrzeits, I could never have envisioned becoming as involved as I have. 
When Kim came along, she brought with her an adult b’nei mitzvah course. 

Having been far too shy to stand on the bimah in my youth, this course was my second chance. The course enabled me to meet some wonderful people and make some dear friendships, including with Kim, that are just as strong today, more than ten years after they were forged. Soon after my bat mitzvah, I joined the community choir so I could learn the words and the tunes to the Friday night service and before I knew it, I could follow the services. Indeed, I adored them so much that time flew on Friday nights. I was no longer disengaged; I was present and loving it. 
Since then, a little book club, a film club (rudely interrupted, like so many things, by a pandemic) and participation in some other community endeavours have enriched my life immeasurably. I will be forever grateful to Kim for being so welcoming, so open-minded and so encouraging. I will miss your presence, Kim, and wish you only the best for your and Noa’s next step. 

Rabbi Kim became a part of the Jakobovits family from the time that she joined TBI as associate to Rabbi Fred Morgan 12 years ago. She has always been integral to our family events. She has officiated at the bar and bat mitzvah of four of our grandchildren, attended many of our Seders, and we have shared Rosh Hashana lunches and Thanksgiving dinners. To our family she has always been generous with her time, empathy, knowledge and love. We will miss her professionalism and accomplished manner in handling all of life’s challenges. We have loved being able to share in the birth of Noa and in all the joy that this baby has brought to the whole community.TBI will be diminished by her leaving, and we hope the congregation in Perth recognises the treasure that they have acquired. Kim has been the glue holding the TBI community together and we will desperately miss her.

Go with our love Kim, 
   The Jakobovits Family

Rabbi Kim’s contributions and achievements were many and varied during my term as TBI President. Alongside 

the weekly Shabbat services, she made numerous other wonderful contributions. In early December 2015 we 

celebrated TB
I’s 85th Anniversary which coincide

d with Chanukah. Kim led a beautiful f
amily Chanukah serv

ice where 

the light of hundreds of Chanukah candles glowed on the sea of faces in our full sanctuary. In 2016, Kim led our 

hugely successfu
l and very well attended Purim Carnival; and during Pesach, Kim led a new initiative for TBI, our first 

Women’s Seder which was attended by around 40 women and was acclaimed as most successful
 and enjoyable. 

Over the Yamim Nora’im, Kim once again played a pivotal role and delivered many beautiful prayers and words of 

wisdom during her sermons and as part of her newly introduced Healing Service which touched so many. In August 

2016, TBI commenced running Shabbat services at t
he Emmy Monash Homes to cater for its TBI residents. Kim led 

many of these service
s with great warmth and empathy, including a baby naming with four generations of the family 

present, and the celebration of a 65th wedding anniversary. Right across my term as President, Kim’s warm and 

caring personality endeared her to so many of our members and their families and her time at TBI will be  

remembered with great affection by so many of us. 

Robert Sward AM

good luck!

Eleven short years ago congregants of TBI, rabbinical colleagues from the VUPJ and guests, 

including government representatives and Kim’s parents from Western Australia, joined our 

congregation to witness Rabbi Fred Morgan, TBI’s then senior rabbi, welcome Rabbi Kim Ettlinger 

as our new rabbi. 

Born in South Africa and raised in Perth, Kim joined TBI after five years as rabbi of Peninsula 

Temple Sholom, a large Reform congregation in San Francisco. Rabbi Ettlinger has committed 

herself to serving not just TBI and the Union for Progressive Judaism’s congregations throughout 

the region, but contributing to the broader Australian Jewish community in a range of areas, 

including children, youth, women and Israel. In fact, her 2021 Yom Kippur sermon was on these 

issues.

She pledged to be an “outside the box” rabbi working with all congregants from the very youngest 

to the oldest, as shown at her Bubs & Bagels mornings; participating in children’s activities at 

Purim; to joining in with the Young TBI group; b’nei mitzvah education; new worship opportunities, 

such as the Healing Service on Yom Kippur; and pastoral support.

Who else do you know who has a rabbi who can take to the ski slopes or sink a hole-in-one 

on the golf course? Hmm, she is definitely the “complete package”. Kim has either initiated, 

participated, led, or “had a finger in just about every pie” at TBI over the past 11 years; and I for 

one have been very proud to call her “my rabbi”. 

But now with a tear in every eye, we must say L’hitraot Rabbi Kim and Noa. We understand your  

desire to be with family and search out new horizons. You go with our blessings.

Hello, goodbye and see you later! B’shalom,

Sam Sharman OAM

Ginny 
Klooger
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Rabbi Kim first came to my attention in September 2010 when she was employed by Temple Beth Israel and began to work alongside our senior rabbi Fred Morgan. At this time, Brian Samuel was President and I was Vice President. Bringing a fulltime female rabbi onto our team was a wonderful move for our TBI community.
I remember our first meeting very well: it was Sukkot.  Kim’s friendly smile and warmth made a lasting impression. Kim quickly settled into TBI and made many connections in the community, becoming both rabbi and friend to a large number of our congregants. Kim has a wonderful way of connecting with all generations and has built meaningful relationships within TBI.

Kim connected with our family and there was hardly a family celebration where Kim wasn’t present. Together with Kim, Yvonne and I have had many great times, over the dining table, in Red Hill, Thanksgiving celebrations and on many other occasions.
Kim’s sermons have left an enduring impression on so many and the introduction of the Healing Service on Yom Kippur is all credit to her. Kim is an inspiring educator and has made a lasting contribution in the establishment of the Melton program at TBI. Kim is kind, genuine, always encouraging, a great listener and confidante.

My wife Yvonne and I have been fortunate to have been involved in helping Kim welcome her precious daughter Noa into this world and we will miss them both so much.
Kim, wishing you both health and happiness for your return home to WA, great times with your family and friends and success with your new appointment at Temple David in Perth. Until we meet again,

Robert Hershan AM

As a congregant, I was impressed by Rabbi Ettlinger’s warmth  

and professionalism from the start of her time with us at TBI.  

As a Board member, I remember the passion Kim brought to  

child protection issues when she was instrumental in the 

development of our Safeguarding our Children policy — now 

considered to be best practice.

The time we worked most closely was in 2018, the year when 

Rabbi Lazarow was ill. Together,  with Cantor Laloum and our 

general manager, Kim ensured that the religious, educational 

and pastoral life of the synagogue continued without missing a 

beat. The Board was so impressed with Kim’s contribution that 

it appointed her Interim Senior Rabbi at that time. I will always 

be grateful for Kim’s friendship and dedication during that year.

We were privileged as a congregation to watch Kim’s  

journey to parenthood and celebrate together the  

naming of her daughter Noa. I wish Kim much joy and 

satisfaction for the next phase of their life with  

family and community in Perth.

When Florence Zacks Melton passed away on February 8, 2007, at the age of 95, she left 

behind a rich legacy, with thousands of students around the world attending schools bearing 

her name. Rabbi Kim entered this world of learning and teaching some years ago when 

Temple Beth Israel decided to teach some of the Melton courses.

Kim loves to teach Melton and Melton loves Kim teaching its courses.  

Her true respect for the thoroughly researched courses, which come  

through the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, and her true respect of  

adult Jewish learners is the perfect match. 

Learning with Kim has enabled us to see and know our rabbi in  

a different light and engage thoughtfully and deeply with her as  

we have tackled different subjects and juggled different opinions  

that form our rich heritage. She has opened our eyes and our  

hearts with her wisdom and her love of Jewish learning. 

Sandy Benjamin OAM

Rebecca Silk 

best
 wishes
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I can still recall Kim’s visit to Melbourne from Perth those many years ago when she was exploring what it means 

to be a rabbi and trying to choose between the Leo Baeck College in London and Hebrew Union College (HUC) in 

the States.  That she started at LBC meant we had some common acquaintances in the UK, but she quickly shifted 

to HUC.  Her classmates in LA included Gersh Zylberman, Karen Rosauer and Gersh Lazarow, so she made some 

strong bonds with Melbourne even then.  

It was only after Kim joined me at TBI that I learned about her experiences in her first rabbinic position in San 

Fransisco.  Those were challenging times for a new rabbi, but they helped Kim develop her innate pastoral skills, 

her inner strength, her clarity of vision and her resilience. Kim’s remarkable ability to forge and hold friendships 

really showed in the way she befriended members of her SF community.  Those connections remain strong despite 

the passage of time and the geographical distance.  It’s been a delight to meet some of her friends as they have 

travelled through Australia over the years (not since the pandemic, alas). 

Kim carried that ability over to TBI.  She’s made some very deep friendships at TBI and I’m sure they’ll last a 

lifetime.  I recall my pleasure in being able to offer Kim a position at our synagogue.  The timing was right, and 

so was the fit.  Kim was more than willing to take on whatever needed doing, coming to specialise in children’s 

education and life-long learning programs, creative services, the conversion program and working with young 

adults in the community, as well as developing her skills at pastoral care.  We worked well together and I treasure 

our connection. Now Sue and I have a connection with Noa too!  

Kim is the model of a rabbi, 

something I wouldn’t be inclined 

to say about all the rabbis I’ve met 

over the years!   Some rabbis have 

the title but not the qualities of 

a rabbi.  Kim has those qualities 

and we’ve been privileged to have 

her as our rabbi at TBI.  We wish 

her great hatzlachah, success, 

and b’rakhah, blessing, at Temple 

David in Perth!

Rabbi Fred Morgan 
AM


